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Some of you know my family….but you may not know that I have another family…. 

 

It’s not what you think! 
  
We call ourselves ‘The Bronx-Boys’ 

 and we’ve been together as friends for 46 years: Forty-six years bonded by unwritten rules of friendship, 

including one that’s become a kind of mantra:  

 

Just be there for each other:… 
  
And so it was that this year, when my fellow Bronx Boy, who I’ll call Jack, passed away unexpectedly, there was 

no question that I would be there for his funeral…. and Shiva …no question that I would put aside, at least for 

the day, the resentment and disappointment I’d been incubating for over a decade. 
  
First, it was my son’s Bar Mitzvah that he didn’t attend because his son was the pitcher in a make-or-break 

ballgame. 
  
Then, it was my dad’s funeral that he missed…my dad being  someone Jack knew very well. 
  
And, in e-mailing me his condolences, Jack, who lived three hours away, explained that he’d already traveled to 

NYC that week, so the funeral and the Shiva were out. 

  
Well, I thought…trying to put my hurt aside…life is short…there were other friends I could count on…. 

  
After confiding in one of those friends, I called Jack, long after the funeral, and I shared a somewhat edited 

version of my disappointment. 
  
After a while, he said he was sorry…but it felt dismissive – as he quickly segued to more familiar ground: The 

state of the Yankees and the Mets. … 

 

Talks like that were a hallmark of our friendship, going all the way back to the days of Seaver and 

Koosman…Thurmon and Reggie. 
  
But this time, the talk left a bad taste: I could literally feel myself hardening with hurt over what seemed, to say it 

nicely, an insensitive response to my expressed disappointment. 
  
Through the haze of words, I recall the moment when I silently vowed to let our friendship go......... 
  
It was over, I said to myself     

 

AND…I told myself…. 

 

 I had done my best. 

  
But had I? 
  
Well…weeks after Jack’s funeral, old memories started re-surfacing and one especially stood out:  

  



We were in 10th grade.  Jack walked up to me… he put his arm around my shoulder and he said he had convinced 

the guys that I should be part of “The Group.”  

 

Well, 46 years later, I’m still a member. 

 

But back then, for a vulnerable kid without any real high school friends, this was big: A simple act of friendship 

just when I needed it most. 
  
There were other memories that came flooding back…memories that I had somehow forgotten –or maybe 

repressed:  
 

“Perry Duryea: Now more than ever.” 

  

We were now were college grads, and I can literally see Jack and I laughing to the point of tears, as we satirically 

imitated the well-worn advertising tag line for the then Republican candidate for Governor.  

 

Three years ago, when I was hardly talking to Jack, he handed me this Perry Duryea campaign button. Could 

THIS have been Jack’s version of an embrace? An embrace of our past and maybe even a call-out to the present? 
I dismissed it at the time as nothing more than nostalgia. ….Too little…..too late. 
  
And yet: How could I have not at least considered the good in that gesture? 
  
And why wasn’t Jack’s ‘sorry’ for missing the funeral lead to a real conversation, rather than a final rebuke by 

me? 

  
The answer hit me hard: I realized that beneath my seeming openness, there’s this tendency that I have to feel 

wronged –which induces another tendency to harshly judge--even while I would want others to be more forgiving 

of me.  This reaction can wash away any good memories in sea of disappointment and hurt. 
  
Yup. My ego lives in semi-high alert, bracing itself for mistreatment--and primed to challenge…  to dismiss… 

and often to quickly judge the actions or inactions of others. 
  
So..in Yom Kippur terms, this is my hardheartedness. 
  
My hardheartedness robbed me of seeing my old friend in the fuller, more balanced light of who he was.   
  
In such a light, his actions might have looked different to me 
  
In such a light, we might have pursued a deeper talk about my feelings--and his--and then who knows what might 

have been. 
  
I was so caught up in being wronged, I didn’t even think to consider what could have been going on in his life, 

though I’d heard about many life challenges over the years.  A phone call, a simple ‘hey, how’s it going?’ from 

me would have been a good start….if my ego wasn’t in the way. 
  
Where might all this come from? 

 

Slowly….a certain realization started creeping in…. 

 

My mom—may she rest in peace—had serious, sadly unaddressed mental health issues that centered on her 

constantly feeling mistreated and overlooked.  As a child, and later as a young adult, in my efforts to protect her, 

I was constantly on the lookout for her being wronged….which may have made me sensitive to feeling wronged.  



So even though my mom’s been gone for quite a while now, the truth is….I’m still on the job….….for her… or 

me… or both of us…still at the ready to react…..and then judge.   

 

So….after doing some soul searching, even as I find it hard to acknowledge these words in front of you right 

now, I want to tell you that I have paid a hefty price for my hardheartedness….not just with Jack….but in other 

relationships as well.   
  
Yet… on this Yom Kippur, I’m persuaded that there is a way forward for me: 
 

It’s to try my best to trade in hardheartedness for more heartfulness; to replace a hard-worn tendency to judge, 

with an empathic effort to simply understand. If you seek to truly understand---and to truly listen—you’re much 

more likely to open a deeper conversation that can be strengthening and healing to a relationship. 

 

You’re also bound to see the light on the face of the other--as Rabbi Jonathan Slater recently taught--and be 

enveloped by the redemptive power of love—of an Embrace—even it  comes in the form of a political campaign 

button  

  

But….in whatever form it may appear in your life, don’t miss that embrace….…don’t wait till its too late to open 

a conversation…too late for words or actions or hugs that might heal the hurt or even the hate. 

 
Seeing and returning that embrace—or offering it--cannot alter past actions. And it may not necessarily transform 

a friendship or other relationship.  But it could change something inside of you…. and with it, it could change the 

way you see the other person, too. 

 

And from that place of personal change, anything is possible. 
  
 On this day of Teshuvah ……… heartfully, that is my hope. 

 

Gamar Chatima Tova 

 

 


